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Abstract 

The boundary element formulation for analyzing fracture behavior of cracks in 
piezoelectric bimaterials are presented. Using the Green's function for bimaterial and the 
potential variational principle, a boundary element model (BEM) for 2-D thermo
piezoelectric bimaterial solid with cracks has been developed and used to calculate the stress 
intensity factors of the multiple crack problem. The method is available for multiple crack 
problems in both finite and infinite solids. Numerical results for SED intensity factors at a 
particular crack tip in a two-crack system of bimaterial are presented to illustrate the 
application of the proposed formulation. 

1. Introduction 

The thermoelectroelastic analysis of multiple cracks inside a piezoelectric solid is of 
considerable importance in the field of fracture mechanics, as the piezoelectric materials 
often contains many internal microcracks before in use. Stress analysis of multiple crack 
pro~lems in isotropic materials has been reported by many researchers[l]. For anisotropic 
materials, a solution for collinear cracks in an infinite plate has been obtained [2]. Using the 
strain energy density criterion, the direction of initial crack growth of two interacting cracks 
in an anisotropic solid was studied [3]. Most of the developments in the field can also be 
found in [4]. Relatively little work has been, however, found in the literature for the thermal 
analysis of mUltiple crack problems in piezoelectric solid. In this paper, a boundary element 
model is presented to study fracture behaviour of mUltiple cracks in a piezoelectric bimaterial. 
Based on the thermoelectroelastic Green's function for bimaterial solid, a system of boundary 
element formulation for temperature discontinuity as well as dislocation of elastic 
displacement and electric potential (EDEP) is presented and used to calculate stress and 
electric displacement (SED) intensity factors. One numerical example is considered to 

... illustrate the application of the proposed formulation . 

2. Basic formulations 

2.1 Solution for linear thermopiezoelectricity 

Consider a linear piezoelectric solid in which all fields are assumed to depend only on in
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plane coordinates Xl and x2 . Boldface symbols stand for either column vectors or matrices, 

depending on whether lower case or upper case is used. The SED vector TI j , The EDEP 

vector U, temperature T and heat flux hi in the solid subjected to loading can be expressed in 
terms of complex analytic functions as follows [5] 

T = 2 Re[g'(zt)], S = 2Im[kg'(zt)], 

U = 2 Re[ AF(z)q + cg(Zt )], (1) 

~ = 2 Re[BF(z)q + dg(zt)], 

with 

(2) 


where overbar denotes the complex conjugate. A prime represents the differentiation. Note 

that q is a constant vector to be determined by the boundary conditions, U ={ul u2 u3 <p}T, 

flj={<Jlj <J2j <J3j Dj }\j=1,2; i=~, k=~kllk22-kT2' kij are the coefficients of heat 

conduction, ui and <p are the elastic displacenferit and electric potential, T, hj, <Jjj and D j are 

temperature, heat flux, stress and electric displacement, S and ~ are known as heat-flux 
function and SED function [5], ta -oapi are the heat and electroelastic eigenvalues of the 

materials whose imaginary parts are positive, f(zi) and g (zJ are arbitrary functions with 

complex arguments zi and Zt' respectively, A , B, c and d are well-defined in the literature [5]. 

1. _ Green's limetion for bimateriaf 

Green's function used in this paper is described as follows. For a bimaterial plate, the I 
basic solutions due to a discrete temperature discontinuity of magnitude T at a point in 

material l(see Fig. 1), z~l) = XI + ,"((I)X2' are given by [6] ....I 

T(I) = atlm[lny~l) + bllny~I)] (3) 

S(I) =-ak(l)TRe[lny~I) + bllny~l)] (4) 

u(l) = aT Im{A(l)F(z(I)ql + c(I)[f(y~I» + blf(y~I»]} (5) 

~(I) = aTlm{B(')F(z('»q, + d(I)[f(y~I) + blf(y~l»]} (6) T 

(7) 

1 
I 
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S(2) =-ak(2)b2T Re[ln y~2)] (8) 

u(2) =aT Im{A (2)F(z(2))q2 + b2C(2)[y~2)(lny~2) -I)]} (9) 

cp(2) = aT Im{B(2)F(i2))q2 + b2d(2)[y~2) (In yF) -I)]} (10) 

for Im(z~2)) < 0, where 

(11) 

ql =[B(1) - B(2) A (2)-1 A (I)rl x {[b d(2) + b1d(l) -d(II)] - B(2) A (2)-1 [b2c(2) + blc(I) -c(l)]}2

(12) 

q2 = [B(l) A (1)-1 A (2) - B(2) rl x {[b d(2) + bld(l) - d(l)] - B(l) A (I)-I [b2c(2) + blc(l) -c(I)]}2

(13) 
together with 

k(2) _ k(l) 2k(l) .1 

a=- b l = (2) (I) , b2 = (2) (I) , 
21(' k +k k +k 

k(i) _ (k(i)k(i) _ k(i)2 )112 y(i) _ z(i) _ z~(i) (14)(k = 1,2,3,4; i=1,2)- 11 22 12 ' I - t t' 

where the superscripts 1 and 2 label the quantities relating to the material 1 and 2. The 
Green's function due to a discrete temperature discontinuity applied at a point located in 
material 2 can be given similarly [6]. 

Material 1· 

Interface 

Material 2 

(a) Finite region (b) Branch cut 

Fig. 1 Temperature discontinuity in 	 Fig. 2 Configuration of the plate for 
a bimaterial BEM analysis 



3. BEM for thermopiezoelectric problem 

Consider a two-dimensional thermopiezoelectric solid inside of which there are a number 
of cracks with arbitrary orientations and sizes. The numerical approach to such a problem 
usually involves two step. Solve a heat transfer problem first to obtain the steady-state T field. 
Next, calculate the electroeIastic field caused by the T field, then plus an isothermal solution 
to satisfy the corresponding mechanical boundary conditions, and finally, solve the modified 
problem for electroelastic fields. Further, assume that all cracks be located in material 1, 
while material 2 has no crack. The assumption is only for simplifying the ensuing writing and 
the extension to the case of cracks in the whole plane is straightforward. Under this 
assumption, the superscripts 1 or 2 for identifying material 1 or 2 are unnecessary in most 
parts of the following sections, and they will be omitted in the following writing when the 
distinction is unnecessary. In what follows, the variation principle will be used to derive the 
temperature discontinuity and then extended it to the case of thermoelectroelasticity. 

3.1 BE-Hfor temperature discontinuity problem 

Consider a finite region Q 1 bounded by r ( =rh + rT), as shown in Fig. 2(a). The heat , 
transfer problem to be considered is stated as 

(15) 


(16) 


T =To ' on r T (17) 

(18) 


where ni is the normal to the boundary f;. ho and To are the prescribed values of heat flux 

and temperature, which act on the boundaries, say r h and rT, respectively, t is the 

temperature discontinuity, L (= L+ + L -) is the union of all cracks, while L+ and L- are the 

union of the positive side and negative side of the cracks, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . 

Further, let Q 2 be the complementary region of Q 1 (i.e., the union of Q 1 and Q 2 forms the 

infinite region Q) and. i =Tt r+ - Tj r- = To· The problem shown in Fig. 2(a) can be 

extended to the infinite one, Fig. 2(b) . In this case r = c' + r-, where r+ and r- stands for 

the boundaries of Q) and Q 2 respectively, Fig. 2(b). In a way similar to that in [7], the total 
generalised potential energy for the thermal problem defined above can be given as 

~ 1 ~ 
peT T) = - bk·T·T ·dQ+ r h TdL (19), 2 1J ,1 ,J .If n 

By transforming the area integral in eq. (19) into boundary one, there results 
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~ 1 ~ ~ 
peT,T) = - 2.l3(T)T,sds -f! fr hnTds (20) 

in which the relation 

(21) 


and the temperature discontinuity being assumed to be continuous over L and being zero at 
the ends of L have been used. Moreover, temperature T in eq. (20) can be expressed in terms 

of t through use of eqs. (1) and (4). Therefore, the potential energy can be further written as 

(22) 


The analytical results for the minimum of potential in eq. (22) is not, in general, possible, 
and therefore a numerical procedure must be used to solve the problem. As in the 
conventional BEM, the boundaries rand L are divided into M [' and M L linear elements, 

for which the temperature discontinuity may be approximated by the sum of elemental , temperature discontinuities 

~ M ~ 
T(s) = LTmFm(s) (23) 

m=! 

where t m is the temperature discontinuity at node m, M= M L + M [' + N , N is the number 

of cracks, s is a length coordinate, s > 0 in the element located at the right of the node m, s<O 
in the element located at the left of the node. Fm(s) is a global shape function associated with 

the m-node. Fm(s) is zero-valued over the whole mesh except within two elements connected 
to the m-node(see Fig. 3). 

.~ ~. • 
m(s::O) 5 m+1 (5:: le;,l) m(s=O) s · m+1(s= le;,j) m-1 (5::+0,1) m(s::O) 5 m+1 (5= Ie;'II) 

(a) Notch to left (b) Notch to right (c)Two elements connected 

Fig. 3 Definitions for Fm(s), Ic~1 and Ic~1 

Since Fm(s) is assumed to be linear within each element, it has below three possible 
forms: 

(24) 
~. 

for a node located at the left end of a line, Fig. 3(a) or 

(25) 

for a node located at the right end of a line, Fig. 3(b), or 



•• 

1 


if s E c~ 
(26)

·f +1 S E Cm 

where c~ and c~ are the two elements connected to the mth node, c~ being to the right 

and c;; being to the left, while ~c~1 and Ic~1 denote their length, and 

I, 
at nodem 

atnodem + 1 (27) 

at nodem-l 

On the use of eqs. (1), (3), (4) and (23), the temperature and heat-flux function at point Zt are 

M ~ 
T(z.) = :Llm[am (Zt )]T m (28) 

m=) 

M 
S(Zt) =-k :L Re[a m(zt)JTm (29) 

m=) 

where 

1 _ - __ Ic~l+s 
am(Zt)=-l-{ln(zt-dmo-Ztrns)+b\ln(zt-dmo-Ztrns)} I I dS 


2n m c~ 1 


(30) 

\ 


and where d mo =x\m +'tx2m,z~m =cosa~ +'tsina~, (X 1m ,X2m) is the coordinates at 

node m, a~ is the angle between the element located at the left of node m and x) -axis, 

z~ and a~ are defined similarly. 

In particular, the temperature at node j can be written as 

M ~ 

Tj(d jo ) = :Llm[am(djo)]Tm 
m;"\ 

(31 ) 

The substitution of eqs. (18), (23)-(26) into eq. (22), one sees 
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(32) 

where Kmj is the so-called stiffness matrix and Gj the equivalent nodal heat flux vector, which 
have the form 

(33) 

(34) 

The minimization of P yields 
M A

I KmjTj =Gm (35) 
j=\ 

The final form of linear equations to be solved is obtained by selecting the appropriate 
ones, from among eqs. (31) and (35). Eq. (31) will be chosen for those nodes at which the 
temperature is prescribed, and eq. (35) will be chosen for the remaining nodes. After the 
nodal temperature discontinuities have peen calculated, the EDf:P and SED at any point in 
the region can be evaluated through use of eqs. (1), (5) and (6). They are 

\ 

(36) 

where 

(37)• 

(38) 




rj ~ L1m 1J {B(f' (y ;(1» )ql + d[f' (yP» + blf'(yii))]} Ie~Ijl S ds 

(39) 

+ _11m l-!" {Blr' (y ;(1) ))ql + d[f' (y(i) + blf'(yii))]} IerIi Sds 
2n J \ cT 

J 

where 

(40) 


Thus, the surface traction-charge and EDEP induced by the temperature discontinuity are of 
the form 

M ~ M ~ 

t~(s) = Ojnj = L (Sjnl +fjn2)Tj, u~(s) = LP/s)Tj (41) 
j=1 j=i 

In general , t~(s) -:;t. 0 over (the boundary on which SED is prescribed) and u~(s) -:;t. 0r t 

over fu (the boundary on which EDEP is prescribed). To satisfy the SED (or EDEP) on the 

corresponding boundaries, we must superpose a solution of the corresponding isothermal 
problem with a SED (or a EDEP) equal and opposite to those of eq. (41). The details will be 
given in the following subsection. 

3.2 BEMfor EDEP discontinuity problem 

Consider again the domain Q(, the governing equation and its boundary conditions are 
described as follows 

0 ·· (42)Ij,J · =0 

(43) 


u · =U
O 

- (u~) · on ru (44)1 1 I 

tnil L+ =-tni!L- =-(t~)j, 
on L (45) 

Uj = uil L+ - Ujl L- - (unil L+ + (u~)jIL-

where and ru are the boundaries on which the prescribed values of SED tf and EDEP r t 

uf are imposed. Similarly, the total potential energy for the electroelastic problem can be 

gIven as 

O(u) = ~ iJ+(u), u,s + 2t~ . u]ds - ~(tO - t~)· uds (46) 
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where the elastic solution of functions $(u) and u(u) appeared later has been obtained in 

[8]. This solution can be straightforwardly extended to the case of electroelastic problem as 

A 1 ( ) T A I ~ ( -) .- -T Au(u)= - Im[A In(zk -zko) B u+- L.,Im[A In(zk -zpo) B BIpB u (47) 
1t 1t P=I 

(48) 

and 

M · = -iB(j)A(j)-I (49)
J ' 

II = diag[1,O,O,O], 12 = diag[O,l,O,O], 13 ;:::: diag[O,O,l,O], 14 = diag[O,O,O,l]: (50) 

As treated before the boundaries Land r are divided into a series of boundary elements, 
for which the EDEP discontinuity may be approximated through linear interpolation as 

M 
u(s)= LUmF01(S) (51 ) 

01=1 

With the approximation eq. (51), the EDEP and SED function given in eqs. (47) and (48) can 
now be expressed in the form 

M M 
u(z) = L Im[AD m(z)]Uo1' $(z) = L Im[BDm(z)]u o1 (52) 

m=1 01=] 

1 (
+ -1+ { In(zk 

1t m 
- d krno 

) T 
- Zkmos) B 

4 (
+ L In(zk - dpmo

P=I 

) * -T ~c~1-s 
- ZPmos) B BIpB } I I ds 

c~ 

(53) 

and d kmo =xlm +Pkx2m' zkrno =cosa~ +Pksina~, ztmo can be defined similarly. In 

..l. particular the displacement at node j is given by 

M 
u(d jo ) = LIm[ADm(djo)]u m (54) 

m=1 

The substitution ofeq. (52) into eq. (46), there results 



M M 
TI(u) = IJuT '(Ikijuj)/2-giJ (55) 

j= I j=1 

where 

1 r . T - T 1 r - T + T 
Kij = - ]ds -~+I.lc+ Im[D j (d jo +zjos)B ]ds (56)I-I.lc-:- Im[Dj (d jo +zjos)B I 

c- J c- J
J J 

and G j = -t~ when node j located at the boundary L, G j = to - t~ for other nodes. The 

minimization of eq. (55) leads to a set of linear equations 

M 
IKijuj=gj (58) 
j=1 

Similarly, the final form of the linear equations to be solved is obtained by selecting the 
appropriate ones, from among eqs. (54) and (58). eq. (54) will be chosen for those nodes at 
which the EDEP is prescribed, and eq. (58) will be chosen for the remaining nodes. Once the 
EDEP discontinuity u has been found, the SED at any point can be expressed as 

M M 
TIl = - IIm[BPD~(z)]um' TI2 = I Im[BD~ (z)]u m (59) 

m=1 m=1 

Therefore the SED, TIn' in a coordinate system local to a particular crack line, say ith crack, 
can be expressed in the form 

{ . - TTI n = <1>( a i) - n I SIn a j + TI2 cos a j} (60) 
where 

cosaj sInaj 0 I) 

<1>(aj) = 
-sInai 

0 

cosaj 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 
(61) 

0 0 0 

Using eq. (60), the SED intensity factors can be evaluated as 

K(cj)={Kn KrKm KD}T = lim-J2miln(r) (62)
r-;O 

In practical calculation, one can evaluate the SED intensity factors in several ways such as 
extrapolation formulae, traction formulae and l-integral formulae [9]. In the analysis, the first 

method is used to calculate the SED intensity factors in BEM. In the method, TIn at points A 
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and B ahead of a crack-tip (see Fig. 4) is first derived and then the substitution of them into 
eq. (62), we have 

(63) 


where rA (or rB) are the distance from crack-tip to point A (or B). Finally, the SED intensity 
factors K can be obtained by the linear extrapolation of KA and KB to the crack tip, that is 

B A
A K -K

K =K - rA (64) 
rB -rA 

Crack tip 
B 

Crack 2 ~'-=(X"------'-_ 
A~.· - t 

2c
Crack 1 . 

• . 
A B f---2C---1 

Material 2 

Fig. 4 Geometry of near-tip points A and B Fig. 5 Geometry of the two-crack system 

4. Numerical results 

Since the main purpose of this paper is to outline the basic principles of the proposed 
method, the numerical assessment is limited to an infinite thermopiezoelectric bimaterial 
containing two cracks as shown in Fig. 5. The uniform heat flow h is applied on each crack no 

face only. The materials for upper and lower half-plane are assumed to be BaTi03 and 
Cadmium Selenide, respectively [7]. The material constants for the two materials are as 
follows: 

(1) material properties for BaTi03 

Cll = 150GPa, cl2 = 66GPa, cl3 = 66GPa, c33 = 146GPa, C44 = 44GPa, 


all = 8.53 x 10-6 I K, U33 = 1.99 x 10-6 I K, 


A3=0.133xI05N/CK, 


2 2 2e31 = -4.35C/m , e33 = 17.5C/m , el5 = IIAC/m , 

K33=1260Ko' Kll=1115Ko, Ko=8.85xlO-12C2/Nm2 



(2) material properties for Cadmium Selenide 

Cll =74.IGPa, c12 =45.2GPa, cl3 =39.3GPa, c33 =83.6GPa, c44 =13 .2GPa, 

Yll =0.62IxI06 NK-1m-2, Y33 =0.55IxI06 NK-lm- 2, 

X3 =-0.294CK-I m-2, 

e31=-0.160Cm-2, e33=0.347Cm-2, e l5=0.138Cm-2, 

Kil =82.6xI0- 12 C2 INm2
, K33 =90.3xlO-12 C2 INm2 

where Cij ' Uij' eij and Kij are, respectively, elastic moduli, coefficients of thermal expansion, 

piezoelectric constants and dielectric coefficients Yij is thermal-stress coefficient, and 
pyroelectric constants 

Since the values of the coefficient of heat conduction both for BaTi03 and Cadmium 

Selenide could not be found in the literature, the value kW IkW =l.5, k~~) Ik~~) =2, 

q~ = kg) =0, kP? = 1W/mK and kg)= l.5W/mK are assumed. Moreover, in the analysis, 

the plane strain deformation is assumed and the crack lines are assumed to be in the x l -x3 

plane. i.e., D2 = u2 = O. Therefore the stress intensity factor vector K' now has only three 

components(Kt> KIll' KD)· In all calculations, rA = 117 and rs= 115 have been used, where 1 is 
the side-length in the related element. 

:::c:: 12 
... ...o 
o 
~ 
~ 

II) 
c: 
.$ 
c: 

o 

w 
en 

100 

0 .8 

0.4 

20 40 60 80 

Crack angle a(deg.) 

Fig. '6 SED intensity factor vs crack angle a (N = 60) 

In the calculations, four meshes ( N = 10, 20, 40 and 60 elements) for each crack have 
been used to see the convergence of the BEM results, in which N represents the element 

number of each crack. In Fig. 6 the coefficients of SED intensity factors ~i at point A(see Fig. 

5) are presented as a function of crack orientation angle a for N = 60, where ~i are defined by 
[5] 

, 
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K) (A)= hocY33P\ (a)& Ik 

KllI (A) = hocy\\P2 (a)& Ik (66) 

KD(A) = h ocX3PD(a)& Ik 

Table 1 SED intensity factors versus mesh refinement 

Mesh B.
I 

IB2 Bn 
N=lO 0.8702 I 0.5526 0.4122 

20 0.8764 0.5573 0.4163 
40 0.8795 0.5592 0.41187 
60 0.8801 0.5603 0.4200 

Table 1 shows the results of SED intensity factors at point A versus mesh refinement for a=O . . 
It is found from Fig. 6 that the SED intensity factors are not very sensitive to the crack 
orientation in this example, but vary slowly with it and reach their peak values at about 

a =24 ° for PI' a =28° for P2 and a =22° for Po, respectively. It is also found from Table 1 
that the BEM results can converge to a particular value along with the mesh refinement. 

5. Conclusion 

This investigation presented a boundary element formulation for the multiple crack 
problem of a thermopiezoelectric bimaterial plate. A system of boundary element equations is 
developed with the aid of Green's function approach and the potential variational principle. 
Solutions for the thermal, electric and elastic fields are then obtained for multiple cracks in an 
piezoelectric bimaterialplate subjected to remote heat flux disturbances. For an infinite 
bimaterial plate with two cracks( one is in horizontal direction and another is in arbitrary 
orientation) , the numerical results show that the crack angle a has a weak effect on SED 
intensity factors . 
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